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History in the Making

Museum Review: “Brave Hearts: A Virtual
Exhibit” with Room to Grow
By Michelle Curtis
The Indian Boarding School, Sherman Institute, for good and bad,
has been an Inland Empire fixture since the turn of the twentieth
century in Southern California. First, as a means for assimilation,
exploitation, and used as a tourist attraction for those who wanted
to see the “last of the Indians,” it became a place for cultural
reclamation where faculty and staff foster student agency instead
of stifling it.1 Without the COVID-19 pandemic, the Brave Hearts
virtual exhibit and the unique partnership between the Sherman
Indian Museum and California State University San Bernardino’s
(CSUSB) Public History Department would not exist; The
pandemic created challenges in teaching the CSUSB course
Exhibit Development and Design, which is typically an intensive
hands-on, in-person class. Designing the Brave Hearts exhibit was
a creative way to make a virtual class “hands-on” as students in Dr.
Daisy Ocampo’s Exhibit Development and Design class (Spring
2021) researched, collaborated, planned, and created the exhibit.
The exhibit reached far more people than everyone
involved in the design process could have imagined. Designing and
executing Brave Hearts, a Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School, provided students in Dr. Ocampo’s class with a
challenging and rewarding process of turning the exhibit into
reality. Brave Heart’s purpose was to educate and inform the
museum’s visitors about the history of the Sherman Indian
Boarding School, the assimilation programs led by school
administration that was inflicted on students for generations, and
the agency that students were able to display despite the militarized
1

“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present,” Sherman Indian
Museum, accessed October 19, 2021,
http://www.shermanindianmuseum.org/sherman_hist.htm.
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structure of the school. The exhibition turned out exceptionally
well despite the restrictions put in place by the pandemic, limited
resources, and time available to students; however, some valid
criticisms remain that an extension or a future second exhibit could
address.
On March 3, 1903, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
opened the Sherman Institute, located at Magnolia Avenue and
Jackson Street in Riverside, California, to educate Native
American students and assimilate them into Anglo-American
culture.2 By 1909 students from forty-three tribes located in
California, the Pacific Northwest, the Southwest, and the Midwest
plains attended Sherman.3 Over the years, the tribal population of
the school changed depending on the policies of the BIA.4 At first,
the school held first-grade to eighth-grade classes and later
expanded to teach through twelfth-grade.5 By the 1930s, Sherman
had an enrollment of more than 1,200 Indigenous students and had
become an accredited high school.6 However, enrollment dropped
during the Depression in the 1930s as California Indians began
attending public schools.7 Starting in 1946 and extending into
1961, Sherman stopped admitting California Indian students and
worked exclusively with Navajo students from the Southwest,
most of whom had never had a formal education.8 In 1963,
Sherman gradually reopened to students; in 1971, officials reaccredited Sherman Institute as a high school and renamed it
Sherman Indian High School.9 The Sherman Indian Museum
resides in the only original building left on campus. It houses a
collection of more than 2,000 cataloged records, items, artifacts,

2

“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
4
“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
5
“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
6
“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
7
“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
8
“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
9
“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
3
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and items donated to the museum by community members in an
effort to preserve the Sherman Institute’s history.10

Figure 1. Opening View of Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School. Courtesy of Brave Hearts Virtual Exhibit.11

In 2020, when the pandemic forced the world to quarantine
for at least a year, the curator of the Sherman Indian Museum,
Lorene Sisquoc (Apache/Mt. Cahuilla), approached CSUSB
professor Dr. Ocampo with the idea to create a virtual exhibit that
would serve as a cultural hub, enabling people to visit the Sherman
Indian Museum from home while giving Dr. Ocampo’s public
history students experience in an emerging field of exhibit
design.12 Dr. Ocampo developed her Exhibit Development and
Design class for the Spring of 2021 with these goals in mind.13
When interviewing Dr. Ocampo about her plans for the class, she
commented, “ I know this now; in retrospect, this was a very
ambitious program put together, and I think we accomplished so
much because students traditionally read a book.”14
10

“Sherman Indian High School Beginning to the Present.”
Daisy Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding
School, Sherman Indian Museum, 2021, virtual exhibition, http://tiny.cc/6e9ruz.
12
Daisy Ocampo, interview with the author, March 18, 2022.
13
Daisy Ocampo, interview with the author, March 18, 2022.
14
Daisy Ocampo, interview with the author, March 18, 2022.
11
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The class began by doing a literature review on Sherman’s
history and exploring Sherman’s Digital Collection on Calisphere,
a digital collections database containing documents from various
Californian libraries, archives, and museums.15 Using the research
from the literature review, the students decided that assimilation
and student agency would be the overarching themes they wanted
to cover in the exhibit. The class paired off into groups with each
group taking charge of a room that dealt with a specific part of
Sherman’s history; the literature review was crucial to this part of
the process. The literature review provided the students with the
background knowledge that they as a class needed to narrow down
the subjects they wanted to focus on in the exhibit. Next, they each
designed a prospective floorplan using the Artsteps platform and,
as a group, chose the layout that worked best for the exhibit.16 The
groups then did further research for their specific room and began
combing Sherman’s Digital Collection for primary sources to
use.17 Finally, they used mind maps to graphically organize our
rooms’ narratives and began writing exhibit labels.18 Dr. Ocampo
did an excellent job of having the class mirror the exhibit design
process used by other institutions when it came to planning
exhibits. Throughout this process, the class worked closely with
Lorene Sisquoc and Amanda Wixon (Chickasaw/Choctaw), the
Sherman Indian Museum’s curators. At the end of the semester,
15

Matt Sakiestewa Gilbert, Education Beyond the Mesas (Lincoln, Nebraska:
University of Nebraska Press, 2010); Matt Sakiestewa Gilbert, Lorene Sisquoc,
and Clifford E. Trasfzer, The Indian School on Magnolia Avenue (Corvallis:
Oregon State University Press, 2012); and Matt Sakiestewa and Kevin Whalen,
Native Students at Work: American Indian Labor and Sherman Institute’s
Outing Program, 1900–1945 (University of Washington Press, 2016);
Calisphere, “Sherman Indian Museum Collection,” accessed March 29, 2022,
https://calisphere.org/collections/27124/?q=.
16
Artsteps is a free platform that allows users to create virtual art/museum
galleries within 3D spaces. It is useful for artists and art organizations to model
actual and virtual exhibits.
17
Calisphere, “Sherman Indian Museum Collection.” To access the Sherman
Indian Museum Collection, see: https://calisphere.org/collections/27124/.
18
Mind Maps are graphic organizers that allow users to organize information
and show relationships between points.
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each group presented their finished Artsteps rooms for a grade.
During the summer, Dr. Ocampo secured student assistant
positions through CSUSB for six of the students, including the
author, to polish the exhibit for its opening over the summer and
into the fall.
The students who worked on the exhibit during the summer
had jobs relating to the opening. Jean Martinez edited and polished
every room except the cemetery room with Dr. Ocampo; Foilan
Garcia and Ezequiel Vera, successfully planned and promoted
Brave Heart’s opening; the author took on the remaking of the
cemetery room, placing the tour for the exhibit’s opening,
including the tour stops and labels associated that are in use today;
Candy Navarrete (Western Shoshone) and Marlene Cardenas
worked to make the exhibit’s appearance uniform and beautiful.
Each student who worked on the exhibit over the summer
interviewed a member of the Sherman Community or alumni and
took an oral history about their time (or a relative’s time) and
experiences at Sherman and the lasting effect the school had on
them. They integrated these histories throughout the exhibit.
Planning and constructing the rooms was a new experience for
most of them and required a lot of critical thinking skills. Most of
those who were working on this exhibit had not used visual media
in their assignments, and Brave Hearts required them to think
deeper about the visual aspects including photos, news articles, and
documents they saw within the Sherman Indian Museum’s
collection. The film Redskin (1929) provided an opportunity for a
deeper analysis, while the film’s assimilation narrative comes from
the point of view of an Indian, the film’s writers and director were
Anglo American.19 The film gave them insight into the views and
stereotypes placed on Indigenous peoples by a majority of AngloAmericans in the late 1920s.

19

Redskin, directed by Victor Schertzinger (1929, Paramount Famous Lasky
Corp), YouTube, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DxN-IX-9XkE.
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Figure 2. Student Life Room, photos of Nativity play and music program.
Courtesy of Brave Hearts Virtual Exhibit.20

The Student Life section of the Brave Hearts exhibit, curated by
Ezequiel Vera and Froilan Garcia, covers activities students
participated in at Sherman Institute, including sports, music, and
student government.21 The BIA intended to assimilate Sherman
students into Anglo-American culture through their activities, but
students found ways to resist assimilation and keep their agency.
For instance, the music program at Sherman Institute included only
classical western musical instruments and music scores, but some
students, like Russel Moore (n.d.) (Pima) and Robert Levi (n.d.)
(Cahuilla), used their musical talents after they left Sherman.22
Moore became a successful Jazz musician and played lead
trombone in Louis Armstrong’s Orchestra.23 Levi proved
instrumental in preserving the Cahuilla Bird Songs of Southern
California when he recorded at five CD set of Cahuilla Brid Songs
at the Sherman Indian Museum.24
20

Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School.
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
22
Daisy Ocampo, interview with the author, March 18, 2022.
23
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
24
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
21
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On the other hand, some activities stripped students of their
agency completely. For example, from the 1930s to the 1950s, the
school required students to participate in historical and nativity
plays.25 Historical plays such as Spanish-themed plays put students
in the role of Conquistadores and communicated to students that
they were the native enemy and their culture showed its inferiority
by being defeated and conquered.26 Nativity plays also promoted
Christianity among students and devalued Indigenous spirituality
and religious practices; Sherman students and staff played the roles
of Mary, Joseph, the shepherds, angels, and the Wise Men.27 The
photos and captions in the Student Life section of the exhibit give a
good cross-section of activities available to the Sherman Institute
students. However, the room’s heavy focus on assimilation needs
balance through the use of better wall text and captions about the
friendships and bonds formed by the students who participated in
these activities. These friendships demonstrate that students at
Sherman Institute were able to exercise agency. The inclusion of
individual students such as Moore, who used skills they learned at
Sherman Institute in the real world to become successful, perfectly
highlighted how student-specific instances of agency affected the
lives of the people there.
The Military Room, designed and researched by Diana
Estrada and Jean Martinez, focuses on the contribution of
Sherman’s veterans and Sherman’s early military regimentation.
One wall focuses on Navajo code talker James King (n.d.), whose
retention of his native language helped the United States win
World War II (1939–1945). King, despite being forbidden to speak
his native language at Sherman, was able to retain and use his
language to serve his country translating classified messages into
the Navajo language for the military. The room also showcased
25

Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
26
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
27
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
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other Sherman veterans. Moreover, the Military Room
demonstrates the military style format the Sherman Institute was
run in. Students followed a strict military schedule, wore military
like uniforms and even performed drills on the weekends for the
public. The stories of the other veterans featured in the room show
the commitment to service that Sherman students have
demonstrated. While the room was very well put together, it would
have been helpful to see more about the initial arrival and
beginning trauma that the new students at Sherman Institute
endured to help the visitor understand where the cycle of
intergenerational trauma begins.
The author designed the section of the exhibit that covers
the Outing Program and the Vocational Education Program at
Sherman, and Jean Martinez edited the room.28 The outing
program placed students as young as ten in menial labor jobs; girls
and young women were placed in homes as babysitters and
housekeepers while boys and men worked on farms and other
manual labor jobs.29 The Sherman administrators designed
Sherman’s vocational training program to keep students living in
urban areas and away from the reservations by teaching them
trades that had no use on reservations. For example, girls at
Sherman could learn cosmetology, and men could learn large
animal husbandry, the reservations were not economically well off
enough to support a cosmetology business, and most reservations
practiced small animal farming such as goats and sheep, not
cattle.30 The Outing Room also discusses the link between
Sherman Superintendent Harwood Hall (n.d.) and Mission Inn
owner Frank Miller (n.d). The two men used their business ties to
secure the land where Sherman sits today and exploited student
labor at the Mission Inn, in which Miller had students doing
28

Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
29
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
30
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
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housekeeping, manual labor, and occasionally singing and playing
their instruments.31 The room does a thorough job of explaining
the Outing Program and its assimilationist motives. However, if
the author had more exhibit space or time, she would have further
emphasized that the Sherman women who worked in Southern
California homes were able to form urban native communities
where they made friends and practiced their languages and
cultures. The Outing Room also does a good job exploring the ties
between Sherman and the Mission Inn. Sherman’s Nursing
Program came about out of need, not assimilation, making it a
unique part of the vocational training program, which is also
highlighted in the next room of the exhibit.

Figure 3. Family members visit a sick student in Sherman’s hospital. Opposite
empty beds in the hospital. Courtesy of Brave Hearts Virtual Exhibit.32

Diana Estrada, Valerie Mann, and Jean Martinez designed
the Nursing Room.33 The room discusses Sherman’s Nursing
Program, which came about out of necessity in 1907 when Dr.
31

Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
32
Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School.
33
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
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Mary Israel (n.d.) needed nurses who would not leave their jobs in
search of better pay.34 Dr. Israel’s nursing program had an
advanced curriculum that included sterilizing equipment and
performing basic surgical procedures.35 The room features a wall
highlighting Ellen Norris, researched by Jean Martinez; it details
Norris’ career as a nurse and a political activist where she testified
before Congress about the poor quality of education in Indian
Boarding Schools and against the termination of tribes. Norris’s
wall, the product of Jean Martinez’s research, provides an
excellent example of agency. With more exhibit space, the room
could have spent more time on the epidemics, such as trachoma,
typhoid, and tuberculosis, that plagued the school and surrounding
tribes which created a need for the school’s cemetery. One of the
most poignant items in the room is a picture of a family having a
rare visit with their child in Sherman’s hospital; the caption
informs the reader that visits by family and friends were
discouraged, and the school’s administration did not send updates
to families very often, which led to anxiety and worry on the part
of the family.36 This image and its caption vividly portrays the
reality that many Indigenous families faced when attempting to
visit their children. Sometimes the only form of news from
Sherman could be the worst news a parent can receive about their
child, their death.

34

Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
35
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
36
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
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Figure 4. Wall of Cemetery Room dedicated to the Canadian Residential
Schools. Courtesy of Brave Hearts Virtual Exhibition.37

Lindsy Rudolph and the author initially designed the
Cemetery Room, but Dr. Ocampo and the author later redesigned it
to incorporate relevant and tragic contemporary events.38 Their
original vision for the Cemetery Room progressed from sorrow to
healing and celebration. Lindsy and the author wanted to tell the
stories of several individuals buried in the cemetery and have all of
the students’ names and dates on display as a memorial. However,
the pandemic hampered their plans; records that they needed were
in the brick-and-mortar museum and, due to COVID-19 pandemic
restrictions, were inaccessible to them. The other half of the room
mainly went as planned, and they focused on the revitalization of
the cemetery.
In May 2021, at the beginning of the editing process,
Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc Kukpi7 (Chief) Rosanne Casimir
announced the discovery of more than two hundred unmarked
graves at Kamloops Indian Boarding School in British Columbia.
By July 2021, Canadian officials rediscovered almost 1,100 other

37

Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School.
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”

38
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unmarked graves at four other residential schools.39 This
devastating discovery added to the existing plans for the room and
brought the whole exhibit’s importance into crystal focus. Dr.
Ocampo recalled, “The responsibility and the weight of the
delivery changed completely….To have been able to produce
something as a class and design an entire exhibit to mark that
moment… is very significant.”40 The students adjusted the room’s
theme to focus on healing and community involvement. They
rendered half of the room orange, a color which represents the
experience of Indigenous children in the boarding school systems
having their native identities taken from them.41 In June 2021, the
Rosebud Sioux were able to transfer and reinter the remains of
nine children who died at Carlisle Indian Industrial School in
Pennsylvania; images from the ceremony adorn the walls of the
Cemetery Room as a symbol of hope and healing.42

39

Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc, “Remains of Children of Kamloops Residential
School Discovered.”
40
Daisy Ocampo, interview with the author, March 18, 2022.
41
Sarah Manning, “Wearing Orange to Heal, to Remember, and Build
Collective Power: NDN Collective Honors Orange Shirt Day,” NDN Collective,
September 30, 2021, https://ndncollective.org/wearing-orange-to-heal-toremember-and-build-collective-power-ndn-collective-honors-orange-shirt-day/.
42
Brandi Morin, “These Indigenous Children Died Far Away More than a
Century Ago. Here’s How They Finally Got Home,” History, August 6, 2021,
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/history/article/these-indigenous-childrendied-far-away-more-than-a-century-ago-heres-how-they-finally-got-home.
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Figure 5. Sherman Cemetery Room wall dedicated to the community members
who helped watch over and revitalize the cemetery. Courtesy of Brave Hearts
Virtual Exhibition.43

The students and Dr. Ocampo devoted the other half of the
room to Sherman’s cemetery, located on a corner of the school’s
farm, which first opened in 1904 and held students and Native
community members.44 Most of those buried in the cemetery died
from disease, although some died from accidents, including a
kitchen explosion.45 Regular burials in the cemetery ended in 1935
as enrollment in the school dropped, and more accessible means of
transporting student remains back to their homes was developed.46
When Sherman sold the school farm in the 1940s, the cemetery
was no longer directly connected to Sherman and fell into disrepair
as vandals and teenagers claimed it as a place to gather.47 Far from
abandonment, neighbors watched over the cemetery and did what

43

Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School.
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
45
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
46
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
47
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
44
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they could to clean up the trash and vandalism.48 In 2002, a Boy
Scout, Jasen Aebischer (n.d.), chose to revitalize the cemetery for
his Eagle Scout project, which included raising funds for groundpenetrating radar to find all the graves and new headstones.49 The
project included the addition of planting native plants, building a
new fence, and placing benches in the cemetery.50 The
revitalization of Sherman’s cemetery was a community’s labor of
love that proved agency persisted. Dr. Ocampo and the author felt
it important to recognize those who watched over the cemetery
over the years; an abbreviated list of people and organizations are
emblazoned on the Cemetery Room wall as a reminder to visitors
that the children buried there have never been forgotten or
abandoned.51 Students, student organizations, community groups,
and native organizations have all taken part in the spiritual and
physical revitalization of the cemetery.52 In 2004, Salt Song
Singers performed in a ceremony at Sherman’s cemetery to aid
children buried there in their transition to the next world and aid in
community healing.53 Nevertheless, the link between the epidemics
at Sherman and the cemetery could have been highlighted more in
this room; and in doing so would have provided a clearer picture of
life and death at Sherman and be used as a way to connect the
recent experience with the COVID-19 pandemic. It seems fitting
that a place of sorrow is where healing begins both in the exhibit
and in the real world.

48

Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
49
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
50
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
51
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
52
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
53
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
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A brief clip of the film, Redskin (1929), greets visitors on
the wall in the Art Room. The film tells the story of Wing Foot, a
Navajo Chief’s son who is taken by the BIA to an Indian Boarding
School and assimilated into Western culture; Wing Foot finds he
does not fit in either world.54 Redskin remains notable because
portions of the movie were filmed at Sherman and because of its
sympathetic portal of Native Americans. The clip depicts the
violence and cultural shock students experienced with their arrival
at Sherman. It is a perfect addition to the exhibit and helps the
visitors better understand the message of assimilation in a way that
photos and labels never could.55

Figure 6. Timeline one the wall of the Native Agency Room. Courtesy of Brave
Hearts Virtual Exhibition.56

The Native Agency Room tracks the changes in national
politics that transformed student culture at Sherman, from the
culture of assimilation that Redskin demonstrates to Sherman
Indian High School’s focus on reclaiming native identity through

54

Redskin.
Redskin.
56
Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School.
55
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education.57 Marlene Cardenas and Candy Navarrete (Western
Shoshone) curated this room and put a significant amount of time
and effort into its timeline, showing the progression and resistance
to government-led erasure of tribes.58

Figure 7. A view of the Fashion Room in the Brave Hearts Exhibit. Courtesy of
Brave Hearts Virtual Exhibition.59

Navarrete also curated the Fashion Room, which
documents student agency through self-expression and the
reemergence of native regalia at Sherman as the school’s focus
changed from assimilation to cultural preservation through
education.60 While the images of fashion progression and the
Native Fashion Show at Sherman appear lovely, their captions lack
context. They do not connect the fashion pictured with student
agency, or efforts by staff to promote cultural preservation that
were part of the room’s theme. Adding these details to the room
57

Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
58
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
59
Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School
Opening Day Event.
60
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
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would have made the room extremely interesting. Navarrete chose
the images in this room well, especially the regalia photos that
display groups of students from the late 1960s through the 1980s.
These images show the range of tribal cultures at Sherman and
visualize the school’s change in focus.61 Students at Sherman
formed friendships and fictive kinship bonds with each other that
have lasted through the years.

Figure 8. A view of the Lasting Memories Room. Photo Courtesy of Brave
Hearts Virtual Exhibition.62

Pamela Leyva curated the Lasting Memories Room, and its
photos display students in their downtime, on field trips, and at
dances enjoying each other’s company.63 The room emphasizes the
ties students made with each other, and shows how those ties often
last after students left Sherman and have kept alumni sending their
children to Sherman.64 In addition, many alumni have stayed
involved at Sherman and make up a very involved community that
61

Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
62
Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School.
63
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
64
Ocampo, “Artsteps | ‘Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School.’”
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helps make Sherman what it is today. Leyva arranged the photos in
the room effectively, and they depict happy Sherman students, but
their labels do not offer enough context to portray how unique and
vital the family ties forged at Sherman continue to be.
Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School opened to the public in a Zoom ceremony on
September 24, 2021.65 Dr. Ocampo hosted the opening, and
CSUSB President Tomás D. Morales and Assembly Member
James Ramos (Serrano/Cahuilla) gave opening remarks.66 Dr.
Ocampo, Sisquoc, Martinez, Wixon, Navarette, and the author
narrated the exhibit’s tour.67 At the end of the tour, a question and
answer period was held, and Sherman Alumni Matthew Leivas
said a few words about his time at Sherman.68 The opening
exceeded their expectations, and the comments they received were
mostly positive. However, some of the alumni felt that the exhibit
did not do a good enough job capturing the happy memories and
friendships they made at Sherman. While they value the voices of
current Sherman students and alumni and felt excited to share their
exhibit with them, they also did not design the exhibit with them as
the intended audience, but rather to those unfamiliar with the
history of Sherman. The team wanted to highlight student agency
pushing back against the government’s desire for assimilation for
an audience who had never attended an Indian boarding school.
They recognize that the school did not always foster happy
memories, and they did our best to highlight the struggles that
early students endured alongside the fond memories one can find
with alumni after the government abandoned the assimilation
mission. After the exhibit opened, interest grew far beyond their
65

Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School
Opening Day Event.
66
Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School
Opening Day Event.
67
Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School
Opening Day Event.
68
Ocampo, Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian Boarding School
Opening Day Event.
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expectations. Organizations from around Southern California
asked Dr. Ocampo to present the exhibit. University of California,
Davis contacted Dr. Ocampo about training ninth-grade to twelfthgrade history teachers to use the Brave Hearts exhibit in their
curriculum. The Dorothy Ramon Learning Center has decided to
use the exhibit in its curriculum, and a set of virtual reality (VR)
goggles is now in the Pfau Library at CSUSB, so those that want
can experience the exhibit in VR.
Working on Brave Hearts turned out to be a challenging
and rewarding experience, and the final exhibit came out
remarkably well for the number of resources, time, and space
available to us. However, there is room for improvement in the
exhibit, and with more space and time, future students could
address those issues either in the original exhibit or in an
extension. Their designs for the exhibit proved largely successful,
but some rooms lack the context that would have allowed their
contents to paint a clearer picture of student agency, administration
assimilation, and structural efforts. The students, Dr. Ocampo, and
the author designed the Brave Hearts exhibit to educate the visitor
about the history of Sherman Indian Boarding School, the program
of assimilation that administrators inflicted on students at the
school for decades, and the agency that students maintained in the
face of the militarized structure of the school. Brave Hearts also
charts the school’s culture and curriculum changes as federal
policy regarding Native Americans had changed. Americans have
memory holed the treatment of Indigenous communities. This
exhibit, with its broad appeal, has the potential to raise awareness
not only about Sherman’s history but also about the treatment of
Native Americans in the early-twentieth century, leading to the
process of reconciliation that both communities need in order to
heal from the inter-generational trauma that Native Americans
endure.
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You can find Brave Hearts: A Visual History of Sherman Indian
Boarding School at: http://tiny.cc/6e9ruz.
Sherman Indian Museum’s Calisphere collection can be found
at: https://calisphere.org/collections/27124/.
For those interested in learning more about Sherman’s history,
the following books are an excellent place to start: Matt
Sakiestewa Gilbert, Education Beyond the Mesas (Lincoln,
Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 2010); Matt Sakiestewa
Gilbert, Lorene Sisquoc, and Clifford E. Trasfzer, The Indian
School on Magnolia Avenue (Corvallis: Oregon State University
Press, 2012); and Matt Sakiestewa and Kevin Whalen, Native
Students at Work: American Indian Labor and Sherman Institute’s
Outing Program, 1900–1945 (University of Washington Press,
2016).
The following Native run organization has made it their
mission to start healing the intergenerational trauma caused by
Indian Boarding Schools in the twentieth century: The National
Native American Boarding School Healing Coalition (NABS)
https://boardingschoolhealing.org/.
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